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Police0say0woman0attacked0by
man0with0Taser0is0escort:
Brendan0Mathis0linked0to
similar0case
Woman jumped from balcony to escape attacker
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SAN DIEGO - San Diego police detectives told 10News

that a woman attacked in her Mission Valley

apartment Wednesday by a man with a Taser is a paid

escort and the suspect is linked to the assault of

another high-end escort earlier this month.

Brendan Mathis, 31, is accused of committing the

crime of assault with a Taser, along with a host of

other charges, including kidnapping to commit rape,

false imprisonment and torture.

"He had engaged the services of an escort, and in so

doing he tied her up and began to assault her," SDPD

Sex Crimes Unit Lt. Chuck Kaye told 10News.

Kaye said Mathis tied up his victim, used the Taser on

her and began to sexually assault her, but she was able

to get away.

"During the assault, she became free, she was able to

work herself free, she jumped out of a second-story

window," Kaye added.

Unscathed from the jump, she ran for help as Mathis

chased her. However, Mathis didn't get far.

"Eastern Division was called, they responded

immediately, got her to a safe place, and (took) Mr.

Mathis into custody," according to Kaye.

In a blue duffel bag near where Mathis was arrested,

police found the Taser, a hatchet and other items they

would not disclose when asked by 10News.

Kaye said Mathis is also being linked to another

similar attack that happened on Jan. 10. In that

incident, another high-end escort was contacted for

her services in the Mid-City area and was attacked in a

similar way, police said. Police indicated she too was

tied up, stunned with a Taser and sexually assaulted.

"Another escort was assaulted by Mr. Mathis and

that's what we are investigating, both of the crimes

being committed by one person," Kaye said.

SDPD Sex Crimes detectives are currently looking to

see if there are other escorts or prostitutes out there

that may have been victimized.

Kaye added, "I can't remember another case quite like

this."

Mathis is scheduled to appear in front of a judge Feb.

3.
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San Francisco to Sin City on 84
MPG: Elio Motors Set to
Deliver Unprecedented Fuel
Economy

When you decide to go to Vegas…you want to get to

Vegas. Really, who wants to stop for gas in the Mojave

Desert? Elio Motors, a new American transportation

company, has a way to help. Slated for production in

2015 at the former General Motors Hummer H3

facility in Shreveport, Louisiana, the Elio is engineered

to deliver 84 MPG on the highway and a range of 672

miles (that’s 100 miles more than a one-way trip from▾ Show More ▾
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MarkET 7 Months Ago

Being a high end escort can make a woman a lot of
money. No matter what her job was,she was almost
killed by a monster. High end escorts don't reveal
their patrons and so this is why rich men use them.
Perfectly secret and safe for the men. And these
women are usually very pretty and smart.No drugs.
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TomPuterbaugh 7 Months Ago

A serial killer in the making. Glad he was caught
now.

Like Reply Share

LarrySchwabe 7 Months Ago

It might behoove her to find another line of work.
Someone should tie him up and throw him out on a
busy freeway.

Like Reply Share

DarkeTyger 7 Months Ago

Well, now we know why she opened the door for a
total stranger. You open doors for anyone, sooner
or later a wolf is going to show up.

DeniseBiegeman 7 Months Ago
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Or a wolf in sheep's clothing 

Like Reply Share

DuaneAlbertDonecker 7 Months Ago

Who cares if the victims involved here are escorts,
they are victims and this guy is not new at what he
is doing, and it may be as you read what was in his
duffel bag he may have been moving to serial killer.
Most times when you hear about the items in a
suspected rapist's rape kit it doesn't include a axe,
that is absolutely scarey and if this guy Brendan
Mathis has never killed I think he was getting very
close to killing his first.

See more

AlexClarke 7 Months Ago
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The victims are just that under the law. The
fact that she (they) were escorts is not
relevant. She was smart and lucky. He can
deal with Bubba later.

JohnRogitz 7 Months Ago

Like Reply Share

Who cares if the victims are escorts? You
should. We all should. And warn young
women accordingly that it is a high-risk job
with consequences that can be worse than
simply unpleasant. Sticking your head in the
sand and pretending that the fact they were
escorts is immaterial is not wise and will not
help.

See more

JimJones 7 Months Ago

Like Share

Certainly warning future victims on the
basis of this being a risky profession has
merits, but I'm not so sure this should
come as a complete surprise to anyone.
Serial killers have specific targets or
motives statistically unrelated to this
profession. Yates and Jack the Ripper
are anomalies.

See more
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JeffDonovan 7 Months Ago

Last I checked, kidnapping is a life sentence, watch
the judge give this idiot 2 years or something like
that
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